“Specials” Private Lessons Information
NRDA 2013-2014
So what is a “special”? A “special” is a dancer seeking private lessons for a variety of reasons.
Your dancer may strive to have a solo in our dance recital. Maybe she wants specific focus on
technique, flexibility, or tumbling. We have a few options that may interest your dancer in
specialized one-on-one training. If you have interest in exploring this option, please complete
this form and Ms. Amy will follow-up with each family for next steps.
The Dancer must take a weekly group class in the style of dance they are seeking focused effort
on. The dancer must commit to one-month of private lessons and an evaluation. Upon
completion of the evaluation, the instructor will advise on the next steps. Not all dancers may
be invited to do a solo, but the instructor will offer suggestions to strive to this level.
DANCER NAME: _________________________________ PARENT NAME:__________________
PARENT E:MAIL ADDRESS:_____________________ PARENT CELL PHONE: _________________
We are interested in a solo work (for dance competition or dance recital):__________________
We are interested in pairing up for a DUO or TRIO at instructor recommendation: ___________
We are seeking focused effort in circle one: Flexibility, Technique, Tumbling, Other _________

Pricing
Senior Chorography (Ms. Amy & Ms. Erin) - $35.00 per Half Hour (must commit to one month for evaluation)
Junior Chorographer (Ms. Lauren, Ms. Jessica & Arco Teacher) - $20.00 per Half Hour (must commit to one month
for evaluation)
On-going focused effort sessions are also at the above pricing beyond the first month.

Prices for Solo/Duo/Trio
$300.00 for four (4) 45 minutes sessions to learn chorography
$25.00 per 30 minute session after chorography session above is completed. This is at instructor’s
recommendation for fine tuning and reviewing dance (usually an additional four (4) 30 min classes)
** If duo, prices are divided in 2, if Trio prices are divided in 3 (for each parent to pay their part).

